
   

       

  50th Birthday Fancy Pantry Gift Hamper
 

£84.10 £75.69
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Arguably the biggest Milestone Birthday requires a lot of thought into
the gift, with the 50th Birthday Fancy Pantry, we have done the work
for you. We think we have outdone ourselves with this Fancy Pantry
Hamper we have tailored for a Milestone Birthday. With the utmost
attention to personalisation, the mug, cake sleeve and Birthday card
will be branded with a 50, a necessity for a big Birthday.

  Details
 
The Fancy Pantry reflects the quality of the products we have selected for the 50th Birthday Hamper. We understand that gifts have to be
perfect, and we think we have done just that. The combination of teas, coffees, biscuits and chocolates is astonishing, we have really outdone
ourselves. The Fancy Pantry is evidently a hamper with the necessary quality feel to appeal to a quinquagenarian, but also had products, which
stimulated the curiosity and forward thinking positivity associated with a 50th Birthday this century. With no unusual flavours the Fancy Pantry
is suitable for even the pickiest of recipients, with a birthday cake who could possibly fault this Birthday Hamper. Sparkling Apple Juice adds a
pop of enticement amongst the effortlessly harmonised tea and biscuits theme. The layers of sophistication are outstanding with the stunning
array of baked goods, supplementing the selection of teas and coffees. The conventional Fancy Pantry Birthday has always been one of our
most popular Hampers. We have gone further to tailor it for a 50th Birthday, You would be wrong not to choose this gift for a 50th Birthday. 

Additional Information
 
Contents 50th Birthday Mug Holmes Caramel Fingers 200g Holmes Honeycomb Bars 200g Holmes Chocolate

Shortbread 200g Killbeggan Original Irish Oat Cookies 200g Grahams Irish Butter Shortbread 135g Rhythm
108 Double Choco Hazlenut Sharing Bag Biscuits 135g Tregoes Toffee Waffles 260g Lily O’briens Creamy
Caramel and Sea Salt 120g Patton’s Chocolate Cake QI Organic Earl Grey Tea SD Bells 80 Tea Bags
Luscombe Sparkling Apple Crush 27cl Secotto Coffee 227g 
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